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Operating Instructions HDE Evolution

How to use it?

Lower speed

On/Off switch button

Water Pump suply

Connection to the battery  
or to the charger

On/Off switch:

- If the blue light flashes slowly(1 time/sec): normal functioning 
- If flashes faster (4 times/sec): bad functioning (wrong connection) 

Please not the driver box itself (without 
the cover protection) 
is not waterproof. Please make sure 
you always use the driver box with its 

Protection cover

Upper speed

Connection to the motor
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Water-cooling system
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Operating Instructions HDE Evolution

Motor

Belt 

SETTING UP

- The moto itself is not waterproof, please do not immerge it in water
-  Do not make the motor fall down, to avoid any damages

- Check that the transmission’s screw of the drive shaft
fits well into the motor’s slit
- Screw the drive shaft to the motor driver
- Thread the drive shaft into the extension if you use one or
simply connect your hand piece to the Quickex connection of  
your drive shaft
- Switch on your motor with the driver box & adjust your speed (we advise
working on the 3rd level). You are ready work 

This rivet is dedicated to adjust the width of your belt
& avoid that the driver box slips down the belt during 
the intervention (when pressing the buttons) 
Press hard ti X it
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PRECAUTIONS

Battery

Connect the green connector  + wire of the driver box to the green connector of the 

battery.

- Only use our HDE Lithium Ion battery with your HDE EVOLUTION

- Do not charge your battery more than 12 hours at once

- Partial discharge is ne so you don’t have to wait until your battery is dead to   

   recharge it

- Reload and leave your battery in a dry environnment at room temperature   

   (18/20°)

- Your battery will last longer if you use it in an outside temperature between 

  10 and 20°

- Do not throw your battery in classic garbages, recycle them

Always position the white mark on the wire connector straight opposite to the 
white mark on the battery. 
Do not turn the connector, just puk it slowly unplugg it.
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PLEASE VISIT OUR WEBSITE FOR FURTHER

DETAILS AND LIVE INSTRUCTIONS
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Battery loading

Car charger

3 different levels of loading

RED: Low level of your battery 
ORANGE: Inermediate level 
GREEN: Full charge 

Power charger
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GENERAL PRECAUTION USE

NUMBER OF CHARGE CYCLES

- Make sure to choose an adapted box and storage case for the transport

of you HDE evolution unit (special foarm+package) to avoid any shocks

- Do not leave your motor + battery near ammable materials

- Do not unsettle and repair the connectors by yourself

The EVOLUTION Lithium Ion baatery is guaranteed against manufacturing 

defects (faulty materials ans workmanship) for 12 months from the purchase 

date.

As the battery is a consumable, warranty doesn’t cover normal use

CONTRACTUAL TERMS CONCERNING WEAR

On the basis of 10 horses per charge cycle when the battery is brand new, 

while working in an average temperature of 15°

(refer to pages 7 & 8)
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Lithium-Ion Battery for EVOLUTION motor


